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ON THE COVER

By Paul Fairchild

HOMAS BOONE PICKENS IS A TRAIN WITH

A TRAVEL PLAN BUT NO END DESTINATION

IN SIGHT. HE TRAVELS THE TRACKS OF

HIS CHOOSING, AND AT 80, HE'S NOT PUTIING

ON THE BRAKES. LIKE OTHER MEN HIS AGE, HE

LOOKS BACK OVER HIS LIFE, ACCOMPLISHMENTS,

AND FAILURES WITH THE WISDOM OF HIS YEARS.

HOWEVER, FOR BOONE PICKENS, LOOKING

BACK IS ONLY A WAY TO INFORM FORWARD

MOMENTUM. HE'S NOT STOPPING.

"One of the questions I get most is, 'Boone, when are
you going to retire?' What do you do when you retire?
Youdo what you enjoy. I enjoy working and keeping
active. In that sense, I am retired. And I'm having the
time of my life."
Pickens' unconventional "retirement" includes more

business venture than most fresh MBAstudents dream
about. He is the chief head-knocker in charge at BP
Capital, his wildly successful investment company. He
recently founded Mesa Power, a company dedicated to
alternative energies. Clean Energy Fuels, taken public by
Pickens in 2007, continues to aggressivelymove natural
gas into the mainstream transportation market. Pickens'
Mesa Water, founded only in 2006, is already a multi-
billion dollar concern.

Pickens' autobiography, The First Billion Is the Hardest,
hit bookstores in September. It has been criticized for
its bold, audacious title. Caught up in the currents of the
worst recession in decades, most Americans are not too
worried about the "first billion." They're worried about the
next hundred.
"When I wrote the book, the title, 'The First Billion Is the
Hardest, ' seemed great. I didn't make my first billion until
I turned 70. I'm proud of that. Some people say it hit the
shelves at a bad time, in the midst of the greatest economic
collapse in generations. Remember, it's also a story about a
lifetime of comebacks. We all need one with this economy."
Nevertheless, boldness and audacity may be exactly the

life preservers Americans need in the times ahead. Pickens
did not get where he is today by being a shrinking violet.
Audacity and boldness are hallmarks of most of his deals.
They are also the hallmarks of hi latest cause celebre, the
Pickens Plan, a sweeping proposal for reducing America's
dependence on foreign petroleum and whipping the
flaggingeconomy into a lBO-degree turn.
Announced in July 2007, the plan calls for the rapid

introduction of natural gas into the transportation sector.
Pickens wants to see that natural gas, currently used to
power electricity plants, replaced by renewable energy
sources such as wind and solar power farms.
"We'vestruck a chord with the American public. My

central message is the need to reduce foreign oil use. It's
killing our economy and a major threat to our national
security. Everywhere I go, this message gets a standing
ovation. \Vehave to have an energy plan, and my focus is
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on the first 100 days of the new administration. If it doesn't
happen then, I'll be concerned and disappointed."
His serious commitment to the plan bleeds into the

language he uses to describe it. The plan's supporters are not
referred to as a "team." They are, in his words, an "army." To
date, 1.3 million troops have signed up for the battle for the
hearts and minds of legislators. People want change. Pickens
is consolidating that sentiment and carrying it to Washington.
Pickens' grass-roots campaign kept him in Washington last

month where he met with a number of legislators, as well as
key members of President-elect Obama's transition team.
"What I'm pitching to them is what I pitched to you. We're

going to have American wind and American natural gas, and
we're going to do it all with American know-how."
Throughout his career, Pickens has never failed to put his

money where his mouth is. Mesa Power is a prime example.

It's not just a new business venture for Pickens - it's a proof
of concept of that American know-how.
There is an experimental quality - read "risk" - to Mesa

Power.Mesa's plans call for building America's largest wind
farm in Pampas, Texas, but construction slowed as credit
tightened across the nation. So, the farm won't turn into a
bank overnight, but it will provide a perfect proof of concept
for an energy strategy that may pull America's fat out of the
petroleum-fueled fire.
As of this writing, diesel fuel prices in Tulsa are clocking in

at about $2.32 per gallon. Regular-grade gasoline is running
around $1.50. Those prices make the uphill climb for the
Pickens Plan a bit steeper. A key component to its success i
the favorable comparison of alternative energy prices against
those of conventional fuels. But Pickens isn't letting the lower
fuel prices derail his plan. Continued on page 12 ...
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However, merely comparing prices gives the Pickens
Plan the short end of the stick. A second, equally strong
cornerstone of the plan is the preservation ofAmerica's
national security. Oil is a finite resource, and America relies
on foreign nations for it. Many of those nations have a less
than favorable view of the United States. In a crisis, that
reliance on oil may be akin to handing our car keys to a
combatant - or worse, terrorists.
Take advantage of the prices now because the high prices

seen last summer will make a comeback. And the proceeds
from those high prices will still be shipped ov rseas.
The strength of the core arguments for the Pickens Plan are

no doubt the engine that keeps it moving forward, low fuel
prices or not. Pickens does not intend to put the brakes on it.
During the last few months of the election season, Obama's

campaign began to incorporate language straight from the
Pickens Plan. The language, sentiments and math began
to crop up in President- lect Obarna's speeches - a small
but encouraging trend. However, in January, the time for
talk will be over and the time for rubber to hit the road will
begin. Nobody, including Pickens, expects the entire energy
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U••• we're going to have
American wind and
American natural gas,
and we're going to do
it all with American
know-how."
- T. Boone Pickens

problem, nuances and all, to be solved immediately, but he is
right to highlight the first 100 days of the new administration
as critical.
"Obarna has stated more than once that he wants to

eliminate our dependence on Middle Eastern oil within ten
years. The only way you can do that is to replace it with
domestic resources, and the only way it can get done is by
expanding renewable energy - wind and solar - in power
generation and our own natural gas as a transportation fuel,
starting with heavy duty trucks first. Natural ga will be a
bridge fu I, but it will get us off a significant portion of foreign
oil. I laugh when people tell me government shouldn't be
picking winners as far as transportation fuels go. Get serious.
I'm not asking government to pick winners - it's the only
choice we have."
Pickens' companies deliver for shareholders, but he is not

just in business for himself and his shareholders anymore.
Altruism has made its way to the top of Pickens' to-do list. In
a recent interview with Neil Cavuto, Boone flatly stated, "I've
collected enough big paychecks in my time."
Pickens' devotion to America's energy crisis is one facet of

his altruism. Another is the extraordinary amount of funding
given to various educational institutions. OSU, Pickens' alma
mater, has received in the neighborhood of $200 million.
Pickens has also sponsored medical facilities in the Texas
University system to the tune of $100 million.
Altruism is not just an indicator of character. It is also an

indicator of financial success. Pickens' business ventures,
built on the audacity and boldness highlighted in his
autobiography, have paid big dividends - dividends that he
now uses to make a difference.
If it's possible to retire from retirement, don't expect to see

it from Pickens. The train rolls on. There's no •
slowing down - just picking up steam.
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